Adding more power to the Final RTR
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This is optional. Azazel gave me this. This also really helps in clearing one's soul of Hebrew curses.

The Jews have been cursing Gentiles for centuries.

After reciting each of the letters, visualize the letter, or if there is more than one variation of the letter, visualize each one separately.

The letter should be white to grey on a black background. Visualize the letter disintegrating to nothing until the entire background is totally black. Then blot the letter/s out.

1. Recite the words for each letter
2. Visualize the letter or each letter in the case of more than one
3. Blot the letters out as usual

For those of us who have a second sight, we can see the letters. Some curl and die as they disintegrate, especially the crowns. Given the strength of the letter, some are more grey than others.

I noticed the dots would try to jump out. If so, drive them back in.
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